The two primary classes of time-frequency-concentrated orthonormal bases (ONBs) can be interpreted a8 arising from the discretization of either the short-time Fourier tranaform (STFT) or the continuous wavelet transform (CWT).
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) While the STFT and CWT are important time-frequency analysis tools in their own right, attention has focused recently on using these transforms (especially the CWT) to construct orthonormal bases' (ONBs) for the signal space of square integrable functions L2(IR) [l] . Obtained by discretizing the STFT or CWT on a lattice of points in the time-frequency plane, these ONBs have the useful property that the basis elements are local in both time and frequency, unlike the well-known Fourier basis elements, which are local in frequency but global in time.
STFT basis expansions are constructed by discretizing the time and frequency translates of the window function utilized in (1) ONBs can also be constructed from the CWT, by discretizing the time-translated and scaled wavelets from (2) on an exponential lattice of points t = rntoat, a = a: , m,n E Z
in the time-scale plane. To make the following discussion more transparent, we discuss CWT bases only for analytic signals' in the Hardy space H 2 ( l R ) . The Fourier transform of a CWT basis element is given by ~;i(n) = G Cwt ( a0 n n) e--j6nmta.
(10) As we see from Fig. l(b) , the CWT logons =tile" the timefrequency plane in a proportional-bandwidth (constant-Q) fashion. A class of highly localized wavelets that yield ONBs has been derived by Daubechies [2] .
The discretized STFT and CWT represent two a p proaches to tiling the time-frequency plane. Both sets of bases have received considerable attention recently, not only because of their elegant theoretical structure, but also because of their localization properties, which are desirable in a wide variety of important applications. In fact, the derivation of CWT bases with remarkable properties is perhaps the primary cause of the recent surge of interest in the CWT in particular and time-frequency analysis in general.
However, there exist signals that are well modeled by neither a constant-bandwidth (STFT) nor a constant-Q (CWT) style of analysis. Examples include chirping or diepersed signals that can only be matched well by slanted (chirping) logons. Therefore, in this paper, we present a method for generating new ONBs with extra degrees of freedom that allow the baais elements to sheor, or chirp, and even rotate in the time-frequency plane, in addition to translate and scale. The general class of ONBs encompasses the bases generated by both the STFT and CWT as special cases. Besides the theoretical benefit of uniting these two types of expansions, the other ONBs from this new class could possibly produce better results (packing more energy into fewer expansion coefficients, for example) than existing bases for certain types of signals, since the extra degrees of freedom can be used to better match the basis elements to the signal being represented. The new method is based on discretizing the metaplectic tmnsjonn. This transform was introduced in [3], [4] ; we present a brief summary below.
THE CONTINUOUS METAPLECTIC TRANSFORM
In the STFT and CWT, the transformations applied to the window/wavelet are limited to time-frequency trans- salient feature of all of these new bases is that they utilize chirp functions to represent signals. To illustrate the specific techniques employed, we now discretize the (a,p) scale and shear and ( t , q ) time and shear transforms.
Scale and Shear Bases
As with the STFT and CWT, a discretized set of logons comprises an (alp) scale and shear ONB. We obtain the scale and shear basia elements by discretizing a and p in the continuous-variable logons contained in the square bracket in (12). Like the CWT, we work in the space H2(IR) and utilize an exponential lattice
which yields our proposed basis If and when there exists a triple (g..t, ro,m) such that (15) is an ONB, we have the following signal expansion: Note -except for the square in the exponential -the similarity to the Fourier transform of the CWT basis element in (10). The logon tiling for an idealized scale and shear basis is shown in Fig. 3 . The tilt of the logons suggests that scale and shear bases could prove useful for representing chirp signals.
We now establish the validity of the expansion (16), (17). Remarkably, a simple change of variable will yield all generalized wavelets g..t that generate scale and shear ONBs on the lattice 14). We omit many of the details of the derivation; see [5] for more details. Furthermore, this procedure generates all scale and shear bases, because the inverse of the three-component operator, 0-1 = 3A;'3-', is also unitary, and hence, it maps every scale and shear basis to a CWT one. This fundamental result is summarized in the following theorem. Note that the sampling lattices of the two bases are subtly different. Most conspicuous is the spacing in scale in the scale and shear basis (typically a0 = 2).
Theorem 1 The triple ( g c w t , h , a o ) generates a C W T ONB f o r H 2 ( l R ) if
The computation of the expansion coefficients {?$tn} in (17) appears cumbersome, but it can be efficiently implemented by again utilizing the special properties of the operator 0. The isometry of this operator from H2(IR) onto H Z ( I R ) allows us to compute the expansion coefficients by first "pre-warping" the signal and then computing the CWT basis coefficients:
Recall that unitary operators ma we apply 0 to a CWT basis for H B (IR), the result will be Efficient computation of the prewarped signal W's should be possible using techniques analogous to the fast Mellin transform, which requires a geometric scaling of the transform axis [6].
Time and Shear Bases
Mathematical machinery similar to that of the previous section can be applied to construct bases from the translation and shear transforms. To avoid extra complications, we will work in the space of one-sided time signals Lz(IR+). Basis construction for all of L2(IR) follows by a straightforward extension of these techniques.
The translation and shear basis elements are obtained by discretizing t and q in the continuous-variable logons of (13) on a uniform lattice Save for the chirp factor, the basis elements closely resemble STFT basis elements. The logon tiling for an idealized translation and shear basis is shown in Fig. 4 .
The similarity between (21) and (18) suggests that application of the axis warping operator h z to an STFT ONB for L2(JR+) may result in a proper translation and shear ONB.
However, the resulting basis {bz:n} = { A 2 b~~, } has the drawback of not being generated by translates and shears of the single wavelet gtst. Instead, we use a different change of variable, related to A2, that yields a large class of related ONBs. We take to = 1 from this point. The basis {e::$} has the advantage of being generated by the single function greset. However, note that the chirp ing shear component "resets" whenever r passes an integer. Thus, in general, the elements do not arise from discretizing the metaplectic transform, and therefore, { bE:Et } is not strictly a metaplectic basis. We call such a basis a quasi translation and shear basis. The following theorem summarizes our results. 
